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Welcome to the Interlending Unit

University of Pretoria by obtaining documents not available in our library from other libraries and also to supply documents requested by other libraries. Documents are requested from Southern African libraries as well as international libraries. The ILL department supports the interlending policies of the South African Interlending Scheme (SAIS) of the National Library of South Africa and of the GABELC Document Supply Group.

Interlending is a service that can be used to obtain books and articles that are not available at the home library, from national and international libraries. If the item you need to get hold of is not in our library catalogue, electronic journals A-Z list, Google or Google Scholar, you can request the item from another South African or international library.

Visit our FAQ section for more information on Interlending.
What is Interlending?
Get all the answers

Interlending FAQ's

- What is interlending?
- Who qualifies for interlibrary loan?
- Who may not use interlibrary loan?
- How do I register for interlibrary loan?
- How do I submit requests?
- How long does it take to obtain material?
- How long do I keep the books?
- Will I have to pay for documents requested via Interlending?
- Will I have to pay a fine on an interlending item that is overdue?
- Will I have to pay a fine if I don't collect my requested documents?
- Which material may not be requested through ILL?
- How do I know if the book or article has arrived?
- How do I collect & return interlibrary loan books?
- How do I renew books?
- What happens if I lose an interlibrary loan book?
- What are your business hours?

What is interlending?

- Interlending is a service that can be used to obtain books and articles that are not available at the home library, from national and international libraries. If the item you need to get hold of is not in our library catalogue, electronic journals A-Z list, Google or Google Scholar, you can request the item from another South African or international library.

Who qualifies for interlibrary loan?

- Registered library users qualify
- Undergraduate students (1-2 years) request from branch libraries and COC libraries
- Staff of each library
- Affiliated researchers
- Grant recipients
- Library contractors

...
Looking for this book?
A brief illustrated history of science
First Step – Open Advanced Search

Advanced Search

News & Events

- Information session on the remodelling the UP Library into a 21st Century Academic Library
- Invitation to Achmat Dangor book launch: “Dikeledi: Child of Tears, No More” on the 15th Feb 2018 @14:00
- #LibraryLoversMonth competition: Write a love letter to your library and win R500!
- Notice: The Department of Library Services centralizes services in the Merensky 2 library
- New location of the interlibrary loaning information desk at Merensky 2 Library

https://univofpretoria.on.worldcat.org/advancedsearch
Advanced Search
Type booktitle in Title Block
Format Book
Supply year if known

Book
Year

Search Term:
A brief illustrated history of science

Operator: AND
Search Index: Title

Operator: AND
Search Index: Author

Limit your search
- Only return peer-reviewed articles
- Group related editions
No Results found
Expand to Libraries Worldwide
Book appears on World Cat

Open Book title

1. A brief illustrated history of science
   by John Malcom, David West
   A Brief Illustrated History of Science charts the history of scientific discoveries all the way through from prehistory to Aristotle, then through the works of Copernicus, Galileo, Newton, L... Read More

2. Fundamentals of research in criminology and criminal justice: with selected readings
   by Ronet Bachman, Russell K. Schutt, Peggy S. Plass

3. Research design in clinical psychology
   by Alan E. Kazdin

https://univofpretoria.on.worldcat.org/detailed-record/055012912?databaseId=2838&databaseList=638
Interlending Request appears at bottom

Open

Interlending Request
You are almost there!

Book details confirmed

Scroll Down

Request Form

A brief illustrated history of science
by John Malam, David West
- Print book 2017
- Database: WorldCat

Physical Description: 32 pages : Illustrations (some color), maps (some color) ; 29 cm.
Language: English
Staff View: MARC Record
ISBN: 9781515725206 1515725200
OCLC Number: 955012912
Database: WorldCat
Complete this form to request the book

Submit

About my request

^ ILL Service Type: Book/Media - Loan
^ Your Branch Location:
^ Department:

^ Status:

My contact information

^ Name and surname:
^ Staff/Student Number (without the "u" prefix):
^ Address:

^ E-mail Address:
^ Contact Number:
^ Country: South Africa
Done?

You will receive a request ID

Feedback is within 7 workdays
Article Request

This article is not available @ UP Library
Antibacterial activity of bioactive compounds from Carica papaya Linn. (Endocarp) extracts

Checkpoint

Did you do the Google Scholar Test?
Yes?
Now Open

Search Everything Advanced Search
Type article title in title block

Limit your search to article

Article Title

Limit your search

Article

Select All in Group

Select All in Group

Limit your search Article
No Results found
Expand to Libraries Worldwide
The Article appears on Worldcat
Now open title link
Interlending request option appears at bottom
Almost there!
Article details appear – scroll down to complete process
[Rules for International Requirements can be viewed]
Article title, author, volume, pages
Complete this form to request this article

Submit

Use dropdowns to complete
Done?

You will receive a request ID

Feedback is within 7 workdays
What about International Requests?

PLEASE TAKE NOTE: International material can only be requested if permission and cost codes have been obtained from users' department(s)